
REVERT TIME WITH
TIMEXPERT RIDES®

TIMEXPERT RIDES



You decide the age of your skin
TIMEXPERT RIDES renews its formulas to combat wrinkles with 

exclusive active ingredients based on the latest advances in bioengineering.

ELIMINATES WRINKLES IN 30 DAYS



REVOLUTIONARY FORMULAS 

Germaine de Capuccini uses the latest scientific findings to continue acting against wrinkles 
with evolved formulas and textures.

BTX-TRIPEPTINE 
An innovative action against dynamic wrinkles that appear daily.

Active ingredient exclusive to Germaine de Capuccini that works against daily dynamic wrinkles 
thanks to the synergistic action of three peptides that neutralise facial dermocontractions typical 
of facial expressions, softening the features.

TISSULAGE TECH
The regenerating power against static wrinkles that set in with the passing of the years.

Based on the latest findings in tissue engineering, this ingredient achieves a regenerating action 
to redensify the skin from inside, where the deeper wrinkles are generated.

PROVEN EFFECTIVENESS 

The effectiveness of the products has been tested three times:

 ✓ Germaine de Capuccini – Internal effectiveness study under medical supervision.

 ✓ Universidad de Valencia – Tested by the Faculty of Medicine and Odontology, Department 
of Pharmacology.

 ✓ Bionos Biotech – independent laboratory specialised in effectiveness studies.

All the products have been dermatologist-tested.



EYE CONTOUR 
PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT

All the products have been ophthalmologist-tested

The TIMEXPERT RIDES EYES treatment 
begins in booth

A work protocol that combines products 
inspired by aesthetic medicine and by the 
skin’s own self-regeneration mechanisms with 
3 infallible expert therapies: Facial Cupping 
with sucker, Eye Yoga and Gua Sha Massage 
with rose quartz.

And if you are also worried about the “bar 
code”, supplement your session with the 
PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE FOR THE LIP 
CONTOUR.

Your eyes express and say more than your words.

Transform a sad and tired look into an awake look, with a fresh, rested, healthy, and luminous 
appearance, a reflection of smooth, firm, and hydrated skin.

TIMEXPERT RIDES EYES 
N E W



BEFORE BEFORE

AFTER AFTER

ELIMINATE WRINKLES IN JUST 3 SESSIONS

IN JUST 1 SESSION*

Wrinkles are reduced
Firm and uniform contour

Less visible dark circles
Unswollen puffiness

100% 95%

* Self-evaluation test under medical supervision on 24 volunteers.

Three in-booth sessions + the daily application of the Eye Contour Global Treatment.

Take years off of your eye contour



Intensify results with 
TIMEXPERT RIDES EYES at home

Wrinkles of the contour, blue dark circles, brown dark circles, and puffiness 
have their days counted

The flash effect patches with long-term benefits.

A localised care, very complete and effective, 
with powerful ingredients and in aqua-gel format 
that ensures the penetration of the ingredients in 
record time.

It adapts and adheres perfectly to the contour. 

Impressive “eraser” of wrinkles and dark circles. 
The result: the eye contour revitalised, rested, and 
hydrated anytime and anywhere

Tips: put them in the fridge to maintain their 
freshness and increase their relieving benefits.

ANTI-FATIGUE AQUA-PATCH 
DYNAMIC AND STATIC WRINKLES 
N E W



EYE CONTOUR GLOBAL TREATMENT
WRINKLES, DARK CIRCLES, and PUFFINESS N E W

Chrono-programmed dual treatment for the eye contour; a comprehensive improvement of the 
signs of ageing and fatigue 24 hours a day.

DAY GEL-CREAM

Its mission is to smooth wrinkles and crow’s feet 
and prevent  the formation of new ones. 

With a botox-like effect it does a visible lifting 
on the upper eyelid. Its particular formulation 
prepares the skin for a perfect application of the 
makeup.

NIGHT CREAM

Works intensely to rebuild the delicate skin of the 
eye contour.

Nutritive and silky texture in a formula of 
continuous liberation that stays “active” until 
the next morning. Its botanical complex, Energy 
Phytoactives, has instant ingredients against 
puffiness and dark circles.

At night

RELIEVES – REGENERATES - LIGHTENS

During the day                                

SMOOTHES – LIFTS - DEFENDS

The best
eye contour 
for 9 out of 
10 women*  

*Self-evaluation test on 100 women for 30 days.



NEO AGE  
Dynamic and Static Wrinkles 
Programme

THE PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMME THAT 
SMOOTHES OUT THE SKIN 

Professional programme of facial rejuvenation 
that achieves smoother skin and a more rested 
expression in record time. 

NEO AGE combines its exclusive formula with an 
effective massage technique based on yoga facial 
and facial cupping that adds immediateness to 
the results and prolongs them in time.

* Reduction of volume and length. Clinical test under dermatologist control on 30 volunteers aged between 43 and 73.  
Three sessions of NEO AGE + the daily application of AGE CURE + GLOBAL CREAM WRINKLES for 30 days

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

The TIMEXPERT RIDES 
treatment begins in booth



IN JUST 3 SESSIONS

Wrinkle improvement in

43%*



Intensify results with  
TIMEXPERT RIDES at home



Three complementary formulas that take years off your skin

Skin retexturising peeling that 
combines acids (lactobionic, 
phytic, ferulic) and enzymes 
(papain and horse chestnut 

extract) for high renewing and 
smoothing power, respecting the 

more sensitive skin.

Serum with a  
very powerful botox-like effect 

 on expression wrinkles

Extraordinary regenerating 
power in a serum that lifts the 
collagen and hyaluronic acid 

network from inside.

Softer skin,
with less imperfections

100%

Smoother skin
83%

Denser skin
97%

AGE CURE self-evaluation test on 29 women between the ages of 30 and 73 for 30 days.

AGE CURE 
Chrono-Programmed Wrinkles Cure  NIGHT

AGE CURE is the anti-ageing and skin perfecting night ritual. 
A progressive cure against wrinkles in 30 DAYS.

3 products, 2 phases, 1 cure 

Days 1-15

Days 16-30

PRE + ONE

PRE + TWO



GLOBAL CREAM WRINKLES
Double smoothing strategy with visible 
benefits in wrinkle correction: 
•   Relaxes and softens the facial expression   
     (BTX-Tripeptine).
•   Regenerates and reduces the volume and  
     length of wrinkles (Tissulage Tech).

 
 

 
Three textures available that respond to the 
needs of each skin or each moment.

SOFT 
Light texture for a balanced hydration that 
melts on the skin almost instantly. 
 
RICH 
Rich formula that comforts and soothes dry 
skin.

SUPREME 
Extra-nourishing texture for treating the most 
needed skin. 

Its powerful formula includes spherical micro-
particles that behave like water deposits, as 
well as Edelweiss Extract that stimulates cell 
protection and regeneration.



REFINITION 
Refining Illuminating Booster 

With REFINITION the skin reaches a new 
image of perfection.

Exclusive 3HD Correction technology.

1. HD Tone Correction

Its photo-corrective agents instantly minimize 
imperfections, mattify and illuminate the skin. 

2. HD Texture Correction

The skin is retexturised. Smoothed face and 
refined pores.

3. HD Lines Correction

Uniform relief. Repairs expression lines and 
fills in deep wrinkles.

Oil-free.

ABSOLUTE NOURISHMENT ELIXIR
Absolute Nutrition. Absolute Beauty.

Elixir of youthfulness that redensifies the skin 
from inside and provides all the anti-ageing 
nutrition demanded by dry, fine skin that is 
lacking in comfort.

Formulated with 7 regenerating plant oils this 
facial oil provides Omega 6 and 9 fatty acids, 
vitamins, anti oxidants and all the essential 
anti-ageing elements for an extraordinary 
rejuvenation.





NIGHT SUCCESS  
Renewing Sleep Mask

This Sleeping Mask is your new great ally in beauty.

A transparent gel-mask that works all night long providing incredible silkiness for the face, neck 
and décolletage. 

It is not removed, it does not stain, it provides fast results and improving the appearance of the 
skin in just one night. Included in the usual routine it works against signs of ageing, increases 
skin density, smoothes the micro-relief and minimises wrinkles.

Its extraordinary “Patch Effect” finish leaves a breathable film that traps humidity achieving a 
continued bath of hydration helping the skin to rest as and freeing it from the signs of fatigue. 

Wake up glowing with skin totally recovered to face a new day.
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IN THE BEST PROFESSIONAL AESTHETICS CENTRES, 
SPAS AND MEDICAL-AESTHETICAL CLINICS 

AROUND THE WORLD

www.germaine-de-capuccini.com


